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• The mentoring program initiated by Vacheron Constantin continues as part of the ongoing partnership with 
 Abbey Road Studios and offer a unique opportunity for young music talents to record a track in the legendary 

London studios

• A second emerging artist - Shakira Alleyne - chosen by mentor Woodkid joins the program

Vacheron Constantin’s “One of Not Many Mentorship Program” which offers expert music production advice and 
mentoring to an emerging talent, continues with a second artist, Shakira Alleyne. Shakira joins up-and-coming talent 
Ewan J Phillips to receive guidance from artist Woodkid and to record a track at the iconic London studios. Dedicated 
to passing on knowledge, a theme dear to Vacheron Constantin, the fruits of this new chapter in the “One of Not Many 
Mentorship Program” are now unveiled.  

For Vacheron Constantin, sharing knowledge and passing on expertise are values inherent to its exercise of the 
watchmaking profession, whose origins date back to 1755. In keeping with this principle that is an essential part of its 
extraordinary longevity, the Maison has set up the “One of Not Many Mentorship Program”. Initially implemented in the 
Middle East to provide entrepreneurship for Emirati women, this mentorship program has taken on a new dimension 
as part of the creative collaboration between Vacheron Constantin and the iconic Abbey Road Studios with a focus on 
young talents who have not yet signed with a label. A curated list of names chosen by Spinnup – a service created by 
Universal and dedicated to discovering new artists – was suggested to the program’s mentor, Woodkid. The program 
enables these artists to benefit from Woodkid’s valuable advice in the recording of a track from their repertoire in the 
London studios. The chosen tracks  pressed to vinyl, arereleased on music platforms in digital format.

http://www.vacheron-constantin.com/en/home.html
https://twitter.com/Vacheron1755
https://www.facebook.com/vacheronconstantin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/vacheronconstantin
https://www.instagram.com/vacheronconstantin/
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Woodkid and Shakira Alleyne

Woodkid, a world-renowned French musician and artistic director, initially chose Ewan J Phillips, a young singer-
songwriter from the London area, to join the “One of Not Many Mentorship Program”. His successor Shakira Alleyne 
was invited to join Woodkid at Abbey Road Studios. A thoughtful singer-songwriter with an electro touch, she won 
over her mentor “with the incredible depth of her music”.

“This is a beautiful, very personal song that we recorded, 
so we worked mostly on the vocals to instil even more character 

into this narrative.”  
as Woodkid explains

http://www.vacheron-constantin.com/en/home.html
https://twitter.com/Vacheron1755
https://www.facebook.com/vacheronconstantin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/vacheronconstantin
https://www.instagram.com/vacheronconstantin/
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Four years of partnership

This is not the first time that Vacheron Constantin and Abbey Road Studios have shared a stage. Their partnership, 
which began in 2018, has already given rise to several major events and projects. The official launch of the Fiftysix 
collection, for example, took place in the exceptional setting of these legendary studios, which have hosted artists 
such as Adele, the Beatles, Shirley Bassey and Kanye West. On this occasion, guests were treated to a performance 
by Benjamin Clementine – one of the faces of Vacheron Constantin’s “One of Not Many” campaign – who recorded his 
“Eternity” track here. It was also in these studios that the Manufacture organised the recording of the acoustic imprint 
of the Les Cabinotiers chiming watches presented in 2020 under the theme “La Musique du Temps®”. It is now the turn 
of the mentoring program initiated by Vacheron Constantin to immerse itself in the soul of the studios within the spirit 
of sharing cherished by the Maison.

http://www.vacheron-constantin.com/en/home.html
https://twitter.com/Vacheron1755
https://www.facebook.com/vacheronconstantin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/vacheronconstantin
https://www.instagram.com/vacheronconstantin/
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The “One of Not Many Mentorship Program” established with Abbey Road Studios continues with a second artist, 
Shakira Alleyne. Two young talents selected by the French musician and artistic director Woodkid have been able to 
benefit from his advice for the recording of a track from their repertoire in the legendary London studios. The chosen 
track for this second singer-songwriter has been pressed to vinyl and distributed on music platforms. 

http://www.vacheron-constantin.com/en/home.html
https://twitter.com/Vacheron1755
https://www.facebook.com/vacheronconstantin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/vacheronconstantin
https://www.instagram.com/vacheronconstantin/


Founded in 1755, Vacheron Constantin is the world’s oldest watch Manufacture in continuous 
production for over 265 years, faithfully perpetuating a proud heritage of watchmaking 
excellence and stylistic sophistication through generations of master craftsmen.

At the pinnacle of Haute Horlogerie and understated elegance, the Maison creates timepieces 
with unique technical and aesthetic signatures, and an extremely high level of finishing 
touches.

Vacheron Constantin brings to life unparalleled heritage and a spirit of innovation through 
its collections: Patrimony, Traditionnelle, Métiers d’Art, Overseas, Fiftysix, Historiques and 
Égérie. It also offers its discerning clientele of connoisseurs the rare opportunity to acquire 
unique and bespoke timepieces by means of its “Les Cabinotiers“ department.

#VacheronConstantin
#OneOfNotMany
@abbeyroadstudios
@woodkidmusic
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